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All praise is due to Allah (SWT), and peace & blessing on his noble 

Messengers (AS), in particular, on the last of them all the blessed Prophet 

Muhammad (SAAW). 

That the US is a Zionist colony was confirmed yet again when Joe Biden 

announced that he was heading to the Middle East to secure Israel’s 

protection and survival. Who does Israel need protection from when it is the 

most militarized state in the region and is also the only entity with hundreds 

of nuclear, chemical and biological weapons? Aren’t such weapons enough 

to protect the illegitimate entity? Besides, not one Arabian regime sharing 

borders with Israel poses any military threat to it unless Biden has Iran and 

Pakistan (hundreds of miles away) in mind. 

Media outlets in the US have been abuzz with reports ever since two US 

officials visited Saudi Arabia in May that Biden is planning to visit the kingdom 

that he had described as a “pariah” during his 2020 presidential campaign. 

On June 14, the White House spokesperson, Karine Jean-Pierre announced 

that the president will visit the kingdom next month (July). 

“The President appreciates King Salman’s leadership and his invitation. He 

looks forward to this important visit to Saudi Arabia, which has been a 

strategic partner of the United States for nearly eight decades,” said Jean-

Pierre. This is quite a shift in US rhetoric toward Saudi Arabia. From what 

Biden insisted was a “pariah” state is now described as a “strategic partner 

for nearly eight decades”. 

The trip, set for mid-July, will take Biden first to Israel to meet the Zionist 

occupiers of Palestine. He will also visit Ramallah in the West Bank to meet 

Mahmoud Abbas, the controversial president of the entity, the Palestinian 

Authority (PA). It has been alleged over the decades that the PA works as a 

subcontractor for Israel and against the interests of the Palestinian people. 

From Tel Aviv, Biden’s Air Force One will fly directly to Jeddah. Even though 

there are no formal diplomatic ties between Saudi Arabia and Israel, such 

technical details are considered minor. After all, the Saudis already allow Air 

India flights to Israel to use the kingdom’s air space. 

Biden wants to avoid creating the impression that he has caved in to Saudi 

crown prince Mohammed bin Salman (MbS). He will meet him not in a one-

on-one capacity but as part of the larger Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) 

meeting in Jeddah. Also attending will be rulers of Iraq, Jordan and Egypt. 

That it is not being held in Riyadh, the Saudi capital, also avoids creating the 

impression of an “official visit”. This all appears to be part of an elaborate 

love-dance. 

But Biden is pursuing a much more sinister agenda. Speaking to reporters 

last month, Biden insisted the trip was not tied to global energy prices, even 

though the US has been pressuring the Saudi-led OPEC Plus collective to 

increase oil production as the price of gas skyrockets. 

“The commitments from the Saudis don’t relate to anything having to do with 

energy,” he said. “It happens to be a larger meeting taking place in Saudi 

Arabia. That’s the reason I’m going. And it has to do with national security for 

them—for Israelis.” The security dimension is a farce. It appears more like 

the US, sensing the economic burden mounting on Saudi Arabia to blackmail 

its power-hungry leadership. 

In late May, two senior US officials—Brett McGurk, the White House Middle 

East advisor, and Amos Hochstein, the State department energy envoy—

visited the kingdom for detailed meetings with the Saudi Crown Prince. Their 

agenda included getting the Saudis to              (continued on page 2) 
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From the Qur’an: 

“Whoever is guided is only 

guided for [the benefit of] his 

soul. And whoever errs only 

errs against it. And no bearer 

of burdens will bear the burden 

of another. And never would 

We punish until We sent a 

messenger.” 

“And when We intend to 

destroy a city, We command 

its affluent but they defiantly 

disobey therein; so the word 

[i.e., deserved decree] comes 

into effect upon it, and We 

destroy it with [complete] 

destruction.” 

(Surah Al-Isra; V: 15-16) 

 

Hadith: 

It has been narrated by Abu 

Said Al-Khudri (RA): 

“The Messenger of Allah (SAAW) 

told us a long narrative about 

Ad-Dajjal, and among the many 

things he mentioned, was his 

saying, "Ad-Dajjal will come and 

it will be forbidden for him to 

pass through the entrances of 

Madinah. He will land in some of 

the salty barren areas (outside) 

Madinah; on that day the best 

man or one of the best men will 

come up to him and say, 'I testify 

that you are the same Dajjal 

whose description was given to 

us by Allah's Apostle.' Ad-Dajjal 

will say to the people, 'If I kill this 

man and bring him back to life 

again, will you doubt my claim?' 

They will say, 'No.' Then Ad-

Dajjal will kill that man and bring 

him back to life. That man will 

say, 'Now I know your reality 

better than before.' Ad-Dajjal will 

say, 'I want to kill him but I 

cannot.' "    

(Sahih Bukhari) 
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increase oil production in view of the skyrocketing prices in the US (as elsewhere globally because of the 

war in Ukraine). Soon after the visit, both Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) increased their 

oil output. 

The more sinister part of Biden’s agenda, as described by many renowned analysts, is to link Israel and 

Saudi Arabia in economic and security agreements. That would pave the way for Riyadh to establish formal 

diplomatic ties with the Zionist entity. Bahrain and the UAE (in addition to Morocco and Sudan) have already 

done so in what is euphemistically called the “Abraham Accords”. 

The rulers of Saudi Arabia know that any attempt to establish formal ties with the illegitimate Zionist entity 

will cause a severe backlash from the masses. After all, Egypt and Jordan recognized Israel decades ago 

but barring official circles, the people of those countries wish to have nothing to do with the Zionists. Israelis 

are not welcome in either country. That is why the West is, unofficially, pushing Pakistan to work as partners 

with Saudi Arabia towards that end. The problem for the West is that the rulers and powerful circles in 

Pakistan, too, know the hatred of the illegitimate Zionist entity amongst its masses. Just recently, news of 

‘visit by people of Pakistani descent’ to Israel was met with the harshest of criticisms and protests. 

For Biden, formal Saudi-Israeli ties have domestic significance. Faced with an economic meltdown, civil 

unrest and total failure on all foreign policy fronts, his party faces a certain defeat in forthcoming 

congressional elections in October. A Saudi-Israeli accord would be presented as a triumph of his foreign 

policy efforts in hopes of garnering the support of pro-Israeli groups in the US. That looks like mission 

impossible. The American Zionist cabal and their Christian-Zionist fellow travelers are squarely in the 

Republican camp. 

America, however, is a Zionist colony. American politicians of every stripe wake up every morning asking, 

what they can do for their favorite country: Israel. The US political system is thoroughly corrupt; every 

politician is virtually in the lobby’s pocket and does its bidding. 

More sinisterly, Biden and Israel want to create a military alliance against Islamic countries beyond the Arab 

world. Pakistan and Iran are the obvious targets. A few weeks ago, the Israeli Defense Minister Benny 

Gantz said that Israel has been working with regional countries on a US-backed anti-Iran military alliance 

that focuses on integrated air defense systems, dubbed the Middle East Air Defense Alliance. Gantz would 

not name the countries involved but said more details would be revealed by Biden during his regional visit.  

“Over the past year I have been leading an extensive program, together with my partners at the Pentagon 

and in the US administration, that will strengthen the cooperation between Israel and countries in the 

region,” Gantz said in a briefing to Israeli lawmakers. 

Although Iran is a threat to Israel, however, preparations on such a grand scale would certainly entail a plot 

against Pakistan. Pakistan must remain vigilant. 

The fact is that the Zionist Israel is destined for the dustbin of history. Even senior Israeli officials have 

expressed fears about is future. It may come to pass sooner rather than later. 

Signing off…                 Raza ul Haq (Editor) 

Zionism and the Greater Israel 

According to the founding father of Zionism Theodore Herzl, “the area of the Jewish State stretches: 
“From the Brook of Egypt to the Euphrates.”  According to Rabbi Fischmann, “The Promised Land 
extends from the River of Egypt up to the Euphrates, it includes parts of Syria and Lebanon.” 
The “Greater Israel” project consists of weakening and eventually fracturing neighboring Arab states as 
part of a US-Israeli expansionist project, with the support of NATO. In this regard, the proposed Saudi-
Israeli rapprochement is from the Israeli viewpoint a means to expanding Israel’s spheres of influence 
in the Middle East as well as confronting Iran. Needless to say, the “Greater Israel” project is consistent 
with America’s imperial design. 
“Greater Israel” consists in an area extending from the Nile Valley to the Euphrates. According to 
Stephen Lendman, “A near-century ago, the World Zionist Organization’s plan for a Jewish state 
included: 
• Historic Palestine; 
• South Lebanon up to Sidon and the Litani River; 
• Syria’s Golan Heights, Hauran Plain and Deraa; and 
• Control of the Hijaz Railway from Deraa to Amman, Jordan as well as the Gulf of Aqaba. 
Some Zionists wanted more – land from the Nile in the West to the Euphrates in the East, comprising 
Palestine, Lebanon, Western Syria and Southern Turkey.” 
The Zionist project supports the Jewish settlement movement. More broadly it involves a policy of 
excluding Palestinians from Palestine leading to the eventual annexation of both the West Bank and 
Gaza to the State of Israel. 
Greater Israel would create a number of proxy States. It would include parts of Lebanon, Jordan, Syria, 
the Sinai, as well as parts of Iraq and Saudi Arabia. 
The Yinon plan is an Israeli strategic plan to ensure Israeli regional and, eventually, global superiority. 
It insists and stipulates that as a first step Israel must reconfigure its geo-political environment through 
the balkanization of the surrounding Arab states into smaller and weaker states. 



Date: 08 July 2022 

Lahore (PR): Hujaj (pilgrims) should pray for the revival of the glorious past of the Muslim Ummah in the Day 

of Arafah. 

This was said by the Acting Ameer of Tanzeem-e-Islami, Ijaz Latif, in a statement. He noted that the Day of Arafah is one 

of infinite blessings for the Muslims worldwide. The pilgrims remember Allah (SWT) and proclaim Allah’s (SWT) 

greatness, while seeking forgiveness for their sins and pleading for the mercy of Allah (SWT). Acting Ameer of Tanzeem-

e-Islami prayed that may Allah (SWT) accept the Hajj of all pilgrims, bestow on them the infinite blessing of the Day of 

Arafah and bless them with the best of rewards in this world and in the Hereafter. Aameen! 

The Acting Ameer of Tanzeem Islami said that Muslims from all over the world gather in the Holy city of Makkah to perform 

the ritual of Hajj to gain the pleasure of Allah (SWT), without any discrimination on the basis of color, race, language or 

nationality. The truth is that the fundamental reason why Muslims are facing disgrace and ignominy in the world today is 

that they have neglected the commandments of Allah (SWT) and His (SWT) Messenger (SAAW) and the genuine Islamic 

System is not enforced anywhere in the world. The Acting Ameer of Tanzeem Islami concluded by emphasizing that the 

real message of the Day of Arafah is that Muslims ought to unite as a single Ummah and enforce the Deen of Allah (SWT) 

on the land of Allah (SWT), so that we may become eligible to receive the pleasure and help of Allah (SWT) and we may 

become successful in this world and in the Hereafter. 

Date: 07 July 2022 

Lahore (PR): Under no circumstances should non-Muslims be allowed in the Holy places of Saudi Arabia 

(Makkah and Madinah). 

This was said by the Acting Ameer of Tanzeem-e-Islami, Ijaz Latif, in a statement. The Acting Ameer said that it is a matter 

of great concern that a renowned journalist of the important and influential newspaper of the illegitimate Zionist state of 

Israel has advised the US president Joe Biden to go to Madinah during his upcoming official visit to Saudi Arabia. The Acting 

Ameer remarked that it is an established fact that newspapers of the Western countries and Israel are used as a tool in 

order to further the agenda and policies of various governments. The Acting Ameer of Tanzeem e Islami asserted that it is 

the religious obligation of Saudi Arabia to ensure that non-Muslims are not allowed entry into the holy sites of Islam 

(Makkah and Madinah). The fact of the matter is that under the guise of the so-called “Abraham Accords”, Israel and its 

sponsors in the West are trying to infiltrate the Muslim countries, particularly those located in the Arabia Peninsula, and 

it appears that Saudi Arabia is their next target. The Acting Ameer emphasized that all Muslim states ought to remember 

that Allah (SWT) has drawn a clear line between the Party of Allah (SWT) and the Party of Satan. The fact of the matter is 

that the ultimate goal of the illegitimate state of Israel is the creation of a ‘Greater Israel’, and to achieve that it is using 

open enmity against some Muslim countries as well as deception as a friend to dupe other Muslim countries. The Acting 

Ameer concluded by stating that the Muslim World must realize that enmity against Islam is in the primordial nature of 

Israel, therefore, all false claims made by Israel of friendship with the Muslim countries must be swiftly and fully rejected, 

so that the nefarious designs of the enemies of Islam can be defeated. 

Date: 01 July 2022 

Lahore (PR): China has ignored us in a high-level regional conference, which should be a matter of great 

concern for Pakistan. 

This was said by the Ameer of Tanzeem-e-Islami, Shujauddin Shaikh, in a statement. The Ameer said that China invited 

many regional countries in the recent High-Level Dialogue on Global Development (HLDGD), in which Pakistan was 

notably omitted. India, which has many outstanding conflicts with China and frequent border skirmishes occur between 

the two countries, was invited to this dialogue, whereas Pakistan, whose relations with China used to be eulogized as 

friendship “higher than Himalayas, deeper than ocean, sweeter than honey” was ignored by China and, apparently, given 

a cold shoulder. The fact of the matter is that Pakistan had been distancing itself from the US and trying to foster close 

relations with China and Russia during the last few years, which was being duly acknowledged by both global powers. 

However, we suddenly took a U-Turn and reverted to exclusive dependence on USA. Our political and military leadership 

should know that nations which show such irresponsibility and lack of principles in their foreign policy lose global 

credibility and no country is willing to offer such nations a considerable degree of respect and dignity. That, apparently, is 

the reason why on the one hand China has totally ignored Pakistan in favor of India, while on the other hand the Western 

imperial powers and institutions keep on piling stringent conditions on us in the name of offering assistance to Pakistan. 

One of the biggest reasons for our ignominy in the world today is that we seem willing to surrender our national interests 

for petty personal gains and power politics. The Ameer concluded by asserting that we must become responsible, mature 

and principled as a nation so that we are afforded dignity and honor by the world. 

Follow us:  @tanzeemorg  http://www.facebook.com/official.tanzeem 
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